Copyright Guidelines for YC Library Databases

The following information has been confirmed by representatives at the various companies. In each case, where copies are permitted, they are **limited to the number of students in the class** and may not be sold. In each case there are exceptions for items the database company does not own the rights to, and that **will be indicated on the particular item**.

**EBSCOhost** and **ProQuest** generally allow the creation of printouts via online (Blackboard links as well as Docutek), fax and email. However if individual articles have further restrictions by individual rights holders such as linking or other restrictions, such information is displayed at the beginning of the article (**item**).

**AccessScience (McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology Online):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Alt-Press Watch:** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Books in Print:** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**CQ Researcher:** You may print a single copy only. You may link the item to your restricted website, e.g. Blackboard. The students may each make a single copy. All multiple copies require permission.

**Clinical Pharmacology (access through EBSCOhost):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**EBSCOhost (includes Health Source(s), GeoRef, MAS Ultra School, and Professional Development Collection):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Encyclopaedia Britannica:** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Foundation Directory Online (only available in the library):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Funk & Wagnalls New World Encyclopedia (access through FirstSearch):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**GeoRef (access through EBSCOhost):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Health Source: Consumer Edition (access through EBSCOhost):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition (access through EBSCOhost):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.
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**Hoover's:** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Language and Literature (JSTOR’s):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**LexisNexis:** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**MAS Ultra School (access through EBSCOhost):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Medline (access through First Search):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**NetAdvantage (Standard & Poor’s):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**New York Times Historical Newspaper (access through ProQuest):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**Professional Development Collection (access through EBSCOhost):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**ProQuest (includes New York Times Historical Newspaper, and ProQuest Research Library):** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.

**SIRS Researcher:** You may make copies limited to the number of students in the class.